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REFERENCE WAS MADE IN tracing the history of a bit of
this column a few days ago to the board that might have come from
evidence in the Hauptmann case anywhere in the world, and which,
in New Jersey ide.n tifying by means to· the casual observer, looked jus~
of nail-holes a like millions of other boards of
piece of lumber !>'imilar size. Kohler, a technolou s e d in the gist in the Forestry service, and
construct i o n of who was loaned to the department
the
kidnaper's of justice for that purpose.
The
ladder as having board had been machine planed on
formed a part of both sides and both edges. The
the f 1 o o r of first task was to determine what
Hauptmann's at- type of planer had been used. By
tic. The evidence careful ·measurement and microscoof the nail-holes pie examination it was found that
was of itself con- the machine used had eight blades
c 1 u s i v e. But in each of the top and bottom cutthere were · other ter heads and six on the sides. The
facts. The grain wood was of a species of pine
of the ladder rail growing only in certain sections of
corresponds
ex- the east and south. There are 1598
actly with that of factories producing such lumber,
a floor board from which a section and they were canvassed. It was
had been cut. The .two match per- found that only 25 firms used planf ectly, ring for ring, with curves ers equipped as described. Of these j
and spacing identical. It was dem- ,it was found . that only one · used the'
onstrated also that this particular same spacing that had been used
ladder rail had been planed with on the ladder rail. · The board,
Hauptmann's plane.
therefore, had come from that
:t:
firm, operating a South Carolina
HOW CAN IT BE SHOWN factory.
that a board was planed with a
..
* * *
particular tool? In much the same EXAMINATION OF THE RECmanner that the ballistic expert ords of the . lumber company showdemonstrates that a bullet ·was ing dates of installation and repair
fired from a particular gun. In of machin'e ry showed that ship' the barrel of every gun are irregu- ments complying with the ,specifilarities, many of ·the .microscopic, cations were shipped between cer·which leave their tr~ces on the tain dates. Stocks in all the yards
· softer material of the bullet. When having received such shipmen ts .
the expert finds that the irregular- 1were examined one by one, and ·in a · .
ities in the gun . barrel and the Bronx yar4 where Hauptmann had ·
marks on the bullet coincide he worked-although nothing
was
knows that the bullet could have known of Hauptmann at the time
come from no other gun.
-and in no ·o ther yard, 'were found
* * *
· boards showing exactly the same
ON THE EDGES OF THE LAD- planer marks as .those on the ladder rail, which had been planed by der rail. The search of the tech' hand, were marks which showed nologist was ended.
that the plane used · had been nick, ed ~long the edge. Among Haupt- 'A FTER THE FIRST ·FLURRY
.mann's tools was found a plane of excitement over the Lindbergh
whose bit had a nicked edge, and case had subsided, while it had
r which, when used, produced marks been announced that the depOirtidentical with those on the strip ment of justice had been instructed
of lumber in the ladder. There- to spare no effort to track down
. fore, the board had been planed the criminal, the public had no
with Hauptmann's plane. Any :oth- knowledge of wha:t was being done.
er conclusion is ·impossible.
But during all those eighteen
*
*
mon tbs all the resources of science
· EVEN MORE DRAMATIC WAS were being used to trace the his. the 'testimony of the .t imber special- tory of a board. .The . exploits of
· ist, ·, Arthur .Kohler, descri\)lng the Sherlock Holmes in tracing , crimmanner in ·which he had traced an- inals , by · su~h expedients a.s the an...
·other ladder rail to a lumber yard alysis of cigarette cases are somein the · Bronx where · Hauptmann times considered extravagant, but
had worked. To Kohler was as- the actual investigation done · in
· signed the seemingly impossible this case equals anything that has
task of dicoveri~g the origin and been written of Sherlock Holmes.

* *

* * *

*

''WRONG SIDE UP'' IS THE
title of an article in a recent is.sue
of the Country Gentleman by
R
.
· .·
Waldron on drouth conditions m
t h e northwest.
The title is derived from the story
of the old Indian
who, watching a
settler in the far
western part · of
the state breaking prairie sod,
took one of the
freshly tu r n e. d
~q,9s, .rever!ed 1~,
agd., · ~ pa~tmg it
. d~wn, s~!d to the
·sijttler W r o n g
. side up."
The
story has often
.
D~vl~~-~
been told, an~ it
/ is revived m support of the view
that much of the . western prairie
which has been broken up for field
crops should. have been left as it
was, to grow grass for grazing and
with grass roots to keep the soil
from drifting.

L

*

*

*

DR. WALDRON REVIEWS THE

precipitation and temperature records at St. Paul to show that during the period of almost lOQ years
since records have been kept, wet
and dry periods have alternated
pretty consistently, but the general
effect has been to Jessen the supply
of water, for in wet years much of
the excess water has run off and
been lost.
Although the ' ex•
cess precipitation of one period
may have counterbalanced the deficlency in another, the excess supply was only partially retained.

* * *

Ireland from Virginia by Sir Francis Drake is denied, for it is said
that the potato did not grow in
Virginia in Drake's time . .

* * *

THE SPANIARDS

WE ARE
told, found growing in Peru, high
up on the mountains, and above
the corn level the mother of all
potatoes the :'chunu" which was
cured by frost and · then dried instead of being cooked. It was taken to Spain somewhere about 1580
thence to Italy, and thence to th~
botanical gardens in Vienna. Presently it spread through western
Europe and to Britain and Ireland.
While potatoes, imported presumably from Bermuda, had been serv...
ed occasionally as food on the
American continent, the first recorded potato planting in the United States was by a group of Irish
immigrants at their new town of
Londonderry, New Hampshire, in
1719.

*

* ,* .

WHILE IT IS TRUE THA
the first ·potatoes to reach th
United States came by this round
about route, /the potatoes now
grown in this country are of uninterrupted origin. Repeated planting of cuttings had so debilitated
the plan ts that the plants had become very inferior, and in 1850
Rev. Chauncey E. Goodrish, of
Utica, New York, imported from
the Andes seed of several varie..
ties, and from these he developed
improved stock. One of his varieties waft the Garnet Chili, from
which was evolved the Early Rose,
for. many years the most popular
potato on the market.

* * *

IN MR. TAYLOR'S ARTICLE
IT IS REPORTED THAT IN occurs the first explanation that I

· the sixties, when General Sully's have ever seen of the origin of the
troops crossed the Red river, not 1so-called potato bug, or Colorado
far from the preseht South Dakota beetle. We are told that long be. line, they found the river bed per- fore the arrival of the potato in
fectly ·dry, and it is also ff&id that this country there grew on the
during that period
ettlers dug eastern slopes of the Rocky mounwells in the bed of the Red river. taine a relative of the potato, the
While the article is not altogether buffalo-burr. Upon this a certain
. a cheerful one, it does remind us beetle fed. When the cultivation
that after each of the farmer dry of the potato spread westward aftperiods, streams have again run er the Civil war, the range of the
bank full, and the soil has been two plants overlapped, and the
thoroughly saturated.
beetle eagerly took to the more sue*
cul en t potato. Rapidly it spread
LIKE THE DOMESTIC TUR- over the continent. Europe set
key and some other products of quarantines against American po ..
the western hemisphere, the potato, tatoes, and kept the beetle out unfirst found by white men in Peru, tU the World war, when it ·was acwas brought to the United States cidentally introduced near Borfrom Europe, according to an arti- deaux. France is now actively
cle in the American Mercury by fighting it. Europe, therefore, has
· Norman Taylor, botanical editor of to thank the war for the potato
Webster's dictionary. The story of bug, together with · eeveral other
the potato having been taken to things.
l

*

*

A CORRESPONDENT ASKED
for the verses "People Will Talk."
A request was published in this
column, and, as usual, the lines
have been found,
hidden . a way for
many years and
almost forgotten,
to be brought to
light and placed
again in circulation. It is L. L.
Jackson, of Egeland, whom we
have to thank for
the verses, which
are as follows:
PEOPLE WILL
TALK.
We
may
pass
W. P. Davies.
through t h i s
world, but 'twill be very slow
If we listen to all that is said as
we go;
We'll be worried and flurried and
kept in a stew,
Because meddlesome tongues must
have something to do. ·
For people will talk.

Or if you dress in fashion don't
think to escape;
They'll pounce on you then at a
different rate;
You're ahead of your means or
.. your bills are not paid;
But heed not their noise, and keep
strafght ahead,
For people will talk.

*

* *

THERE IS A LOT OF HOMELY
wisdom in these lines, but, while
I enjoyed having them recalled, I
was still more interested in the
source of the copy which I received.
Mr. Johnson shall tell the story in
his own words. He writes:

* * *

''I BEGAN TO THINK OF
times long past, and I said to my
wife, 'Haven't we got that song
written down somewhere?' and she
said 'Oh, no, I don't think so." But
she happened to think of an old
book she had, and it was in that
book. I am sending it to you so
you may publish it if you wish.
It was copied about 55 years ago
by Mrs. L. L. Jackson, who is now
If you're quiet and modest, twill 75 years old, while I am 79. We
. then be presumed
.
also have the grandfather clock,
That your humble demeanor 1s only which is just as old, and some
assumed;
other old things."
· You're a wolf in sheep's clothing,
or else you're a fool;
*
*
But don't get excited; keep pa- TO GET THE FULL IMPORT
tiently cool,
of the story one needs to see the
For people will talk.
copy itself. The paper on which
.
, it is written is faded with age, but
Or 1f generous ?'nd noble, they 11 the words, written in small, clear
vent out their spleen;
script are as distinct as ever and
You'll hear some loud hints that the i~k shows no evidence of fadrou're. selfish and mean;
. ing. In addition to the verses
Or 1f upright and · honest and fair quoted there appear on remaining
a,s the day,
.
blank spaces, $everal little verses
They 11 call you a rogue m a sly, expressing sentiments such as it
sneaky wa~
was once popular to write in autoFor peop1e will talk.
graph a~bums.
1

*

Then if you should show the least
boldness of heart,
Or at all seem disposed to take
your own part,
They'll call you an upstart, con·
ceited and vain;
But, keep straight ahead, nor stop
to explain;
For people will talk.
Or if threadbare your coat or oldfashioned your dresa,
There's someone of course, that
will notice all this.
And hint rather loud you ca-n't pay
your own way; .
But don't get excited, whatever
they say,
For people will talk.

*

*

*

MORE THAN HALF A CENtury ago those lines were written
by a girl just blossoming into
womanhood, and for years they
have lain forgotten among her
keepsakes. She has reached an
age -with which sentiment is not
usually associated by the rising genel'ation, but stored away in many
almost for gotten places are bits of
verse, scraps of rib~on, faded prograins and other mementoes :Which
relate to girlhood ~s joyous, as
eager, as adventurous and as full
of tender sentiment as anything in
the experience of this sophisticated
and self-sufficient generation.

EIGHTY YEARS IS A LONG
lifetime, and when a man has lived
so many years, and has so grown
in spirit, year by year, that the
ties · which bind
him to his. friends
have become continually stronger
and cloaer - knit
he has had a rich
experience. That
was the experience
of D. H . . Millar,
whose ! u n e r a 1
was he 1 d in
Crookston I a s t
Tuesday. I I o o k
back more than
fifty years to the
beginning of my
friendship w i t h
Davies
Mr. Millar.He was
in Angus township in 1877. He was
county, Minnesota, homesteading
in Augus township in 1877. He was
a man of tireless energy, a tremendous worker, and, while devoid
of ambition for personal pref erment. ·he was a natural community
leader. Fair and generous as the
referee in many a dispute, and
his judgment was respected because of the knowledge thtt it was
influenced by no selfish motive.

* * *

respect and affection. Scores of
people drove thirty miles to attend it. · Almost every family in the
neighborhood where Mr. Millar had
spent so many years was represented. Of the settlers of his
own period there were few, fqr
there are few · left.
But their
ons and daughters and grandchildren were there, and there was
probably no one pre ent who failed
to recall some act of genuine
friendship performed by the man
in whose honor that solemn assembly was held.

* *EDGAR A.
A
COPY* OF
_G uest's poem "No Place to Go" for
which Dr. MacLachlan inquired is
given as fallows by Charles H.
Fee of Grand Forks:
NO PLACE TO GO.
By Edgar A. Guest.

The h~ppiest nights
I ever know
Are those when I've
No place to go
And the missus says
When the day is through;
To-night we haven't
·A thing t _o do:
·Oh, the joy of it,
And the peace untold
Of sitting round
In my slippers old,
With my easy chair,
Knowing I needn't
Go anywhere.

IN OUR FEW CONTACTS DURing recent years I was impressed
by his cheerfulness and hopefulness
in the face of · conditions which
often were trying. He was no
blind optimist that refuses to look
facts in the face. He recognized
Needn't hurry
misfortune when he met it, but alMy evening .meal
ways he was able to look beyond .N or force the smiles
the clouds of today and envision
That I do not feel,
the sunshine of tomorrow. Nor But can grab a book
was ·t his a narrow and personal atFrom the near-by shelf,
titude. As the years advanced and
And drop all "sham
his natural life expectancy shrank,
And be myself.
he realized that he ,could live to
* * *
see but little of that brighter day THE SAME TEXT IS GIVEN
for which he · hoped, but that fact by Nettie Schlosser of Gilby, with
did not cloud his spirit. Confident the additional stanza:
that others would · enjoy much that
Oh, the charm of. it
he could not hope to see, he found
And the .c omfort rare;
satisfaction in looking forward to
the happiness of others and bent Nothing .on earth
With it can compare;
himself manfully to the duties of
And I'm sorry for him
the days that remained to him.
Who doesn't know
* * WAS IM- The
joy of having
THAT FUNERAL
No place to go.
pressive in its demonstration of

*

THURSDAY OR FRIDAY OF THIS FROM R. M. WOOD, OF
last week young Will Bell, 403 Oak .Arvilla: "For three years now the
street, phoned to ask if my tulips ring-neck pheasants have fed with
were up yet. I replied that I had
.
seen nothing of our cattle and horses m the feed
them,
as they lot, eating · the corn as it is shelled
were still buried from the cobs. We have 105 acres
~nder a
snow- of corn and feed from the shock in
drift.
He said a sheltered grove on the creek botthat iris plan ts, tom. Three years ago I first nogrowin~ on the ticed 18 pheasants, last year 28, this
south side of the year 56. They are the coming bird.
adjoining ho~se, Many times this winter they have
w e r e ~howmg fed on stormy days out of bundle
signs of llfe. The racks within 120 feet of the house.
plants, he said, The partridges, of which we have
were close to the two flocks, of 7 and 5 birds each,
basement w a 1 1, are very timid. We don't want an
which, of course, open season. What is prettier than
radiated
s o m e a pheasant?"
heat.
I
extended
* *
w. P. Davies.
c o n g ratulations.
MANY THANKS TO THE ·CORIt seemed early for any kind of respondents who have sent copies
growth, especially after our steady of Guest's poem "Nowhere to Go."
and severe January weather.
Since the poem was published ad* * *
ditional copies have been received ,
ON SUNDAY I NOTICED THAT from Nettie S. George, Grand
the warm weather had · melted Forks, and Mrs. Knut Soreng of
most of the drift south of my house, Thompson.
and bare earth was showing in
* * *
j
spots. Here and there were several
A NOTE FROM MRS J. G.
light-colored .spots, and on examin- Moore, who is spending the wining these ·more closely I found ter at Long Beach, California,
that they were tulip shoote, one of says that Long Beach does not
them more . than an inch above show any effects of the earthquake
ground. Three or four inches of two years ago, and that there I
deep, buried deep under snow, and are more tourists now than for
with the thermometer away down many years past. The Moores and
in the minus twenties, those tulip several of their friends expected .to
bulbs had been quietly pushing attend the annual North Dakota
their tender shoots upward, prepar- picnic, which was to be held in
ing for the bloom that is to come Los Angeles Saturday, February 2. ·
in May. I have learned that this The North Dakota picnic always
· is a habit that tulips have, if they attracts a ·large number of visiting
are set cloee to a basement wall, North Dakotans , and many former
, and that subsequent freezing, which residents of North Dakota who
is quite certain, does not injure have made nermanent homes in
them in the least.
California:

*

*

*

*

* OF GILBY, · NOT LONG
* AGO
* MRS. I. A.
. H.
0.
BYE,
writes: "For the past three years Berg received a letter from a friend
we have had a pair of woodpeckers in Norway who told of picking
known as the ladder-backs.
We roses out of doors on ChriS'tmas
hang suet out for them . all winter. day. The roses, said the w~iter,
During cold spells sucli as this last were blooming profusely, and meadone they do not show up for a day ows nearby were gay with many
or two, but they were here again kinds of wild flowers. While the
as soon as it warmed ·UP, .and they most northerly point in Norway is
can be seen each morning. Our about the latitude of the southern
experience is that if these birds tip of Greenland, northern Labraare fed regularly they will stay all dor, and the middle of Hudson's
winter. We hang the suet right bay, the Gulf stream so influences
outside . our kitchen window and- the coastal climate that is is posfind it . verr interesting to · watch sible to gather wild flowers au the
them."
year around . .

SOME TIME AGO DR. CHAS. game is played at the ~Y' the year
MacLachlan inquired for two po- round by a few, but I have been
·
, "
unable to ·get a five-man team to
.ems, Edgar A. Guests Nowhere 0 play either of the Fargo teams as
Go," and . ''The Newsboy's Debt." they have two teams that play ~thSeveral copies of ther teams in the two Dakotas and
the former has Minnesota. Their A team would
b e e n received, be too strong for this town. Crooksand the text has ton has also sent word over here
been
published. sking for a team match game. I .
Now from Eliza ave been informed by A. P.
Sykes, of Grand ones, secretary of the North DaForks, comes the ota checker association, that the
other. This po- orth Dakota tournament will be
em is by Helen eld at Minot February 22 and 23."
Hunt Jackson. It
contains 34 stan- MR. DEAREY SENDS SOLUzas, which makes tions to several of the pro bl ems
it too long for which have been published recentpublication here. ly and makes the fallowing comA synopsis of it ment:
was given by Dr. . "I prefer short problems which
Davies
MacLachlan when show the precision that must be
he made his request. The copy is used for th.e finish of the game."
being mailed to Dr. MacLachlan,
I must express agreement with
who, I am certain, will appreciate that sentiment, looking at it from
Miss . Sykes' kindness in preparing the standpoint of the columnist as
it.
well as that of the player. While
* * *
the expert player is interested in
HELEN H"£!NT JACKSO~ WAS the -i~tricate proplem, others will
a popular writer of the middle of not have the patience to follow
. the nineteenth century. In her ear- the game fhrough a long series of
ly life she contributed to various moves, and there are only a few
periodicals under the initials "H. experts. Also, the · publication of
H." In addition to poems and nov- long solutions consumes much
els she published, in rl881, a severe space and makes extraordinary decriticism of the treatment of In- mands on typist, compositor and
dians by the United. States gov.. proof-reader to insure accuracy.
ernment in a book entitled "A Cen* *
tury of Dishonor." The book at- MR. DEAREY SUBMITS TWO
tracted much attention and was the problems:
.
subject of considerable controversy.. Black, 21, king 13.
White, 18, 26.
IN A CHAT WITH MY FRIEND
Black to play and wi~.
H. C. Ro"'°land a:bout the custom of
Black, 14, 20, K 10.
making leases for 99 years and oth- White, 21, 28, K ·8.
er odd terms, a custom more prev- Black to move and win.
alent in England than in this coun* *
try, mention was made of soi:ne EDWARD ENERSON OF NIcurious rentals which have been agara gives this solution of his
and still are · collected in cases problem:
where the rent is intended to be . Black, 5, 6, 9, 12, lij, 19.
merely nominal. Thus, rent has White, 17, 21, 25, 26, 31, 28.
been · paid in . pepper-corns, horse- White to play and win.
shoes and -p ennies, but a clipping
~olution-17:--13, 9-14, 26-22,
· from a children's newspaper says 6-10, 22-17, 19-24, 28-19, 15-24,
, that· on the estate of overponds, at 13-9, 10-15, 17-10, 5-;4, 10-7,
Shackleford in Surrey, .there is a 14--18, 'r-3, 12-16, 3-7, 16-20,
1
cottage which is held on ~ thou-· 7-10, 15-19, 10-15, 18-23, 15-11,
sand-year lease from the thirty- 24-28, 11-16, 19-24, 16--19, 23- 1
first year of Queen Elizabeth's 27, 19-23, 28-32, 31-26, · 27-31, 26
l· reign, at the yearly rent of .one red -22, 31-27, 22-18, 27-31, 25_;_22,
rose. That lease still has about 700 31-27,-22-17, 27-31, 17-13, 32-28,
, years to run.
·
1.9 -9. White wins.
*
A variation -is given early in the
J. E. DEAREY, ONE .. OF THE game,..involving change of play dur. checker enthusiasts of the city, ing · the remainder· of the , play.
writes: ''I · am pleased to see that
J. B. Mattison of Inkster · sends
rou are again . giving space to a solution to this problem quite dif. checkers. We have very few good ferent from , that given above.
I
players here, ;C ompared with .other am sending his solution to Mr. Enlocalities . even much smaller. The. erson.

!

* * *

*

* * *

*

1

* *

no longer required to greet each
other with the sign of the upraised
hand and the slogan ''Heil HitleJ?."
when they meet
informally. That
greeting is to be
observed for more
formal occasions.
In place of it,
when less formality is required,
there is to be a
stately bow, with
the right hand
over . the- heart.
Thus due decorum is to be maintained, with different forms of
greeting reserved
w. P. n,vies.
for
their . own
proper occasions. . During the war
there was published a series of
clever little cartoons showing the
doughboy on his day off. He had
obtained leave and started out
alone on a restful tour of the town.
He met an officer and saluted. He
met anoU1er officer and saluted.
At every street and on every corner he met officers, from second
lieutenants to major generals and
he gave salute after salute until he
became completely worn out and
returned to quarters, seeking the.
comparative freedom · of camp duty
and drill.

*

*

*

other, not facetiously, but as the
performance of ~ s~lemn duty.
Surely it wo·u ld have been a comic
sight to bystanders if they had
known what it was about. Imagine
going along the street and scratching your left ·ear at your nextdoor neighbor and looking for a
response!

*

*

*

I
HAVE
JUST
FINISHED
reading "Lamb In His Bosom,"
that · book of Caroline Miller's
which, published late in 1933, won
the Pulitzer prize. It is a story
of life in the Georgia backwoods
in the first half of the nineteenth
century. The author, wife of
school superintendent, is· a native
of the district of which she writes
and has lived there all her life. She
has steeped herself full of the lore
of the woods and fields and has
been able to fit her characters into
the scene with remarkable fidelity.
If the reader enters into her spirit
he is able to enter into the lives
of her characters and share their
emotions as if they were neighbors
and friends instead of regarding
them with curiosity as strange beings of a century ago.

a

* *

*

THE WRITER HAS ACHIEVED
in a remarkable way the task of
making
understandable
the
thoughts and emotions of persons
who had been trained to reticence,
and who, even had they felt at liberty to express themselves, had no
words 'with which to · do so.
She
conveys th& impression that those
people, primitive in their activities,
inarticulate, and seemingly unemotional although as actively and
felt as keenly as do those who express themselves more volubly.

IT'S A LITTbE HARD FOR
most of us to get ·the idea of a
prescribed and required salute. In
this country the salute is . a matter
of custom and courtesy. Often it
is omitted; often it is brusque. Perhaps most of us should be more
punctilious in our greeting of others. But t1je idea · of saluting un* * *.
der orders 1s so far removed from
MRS. MILLER KNOWS HER
our experience that the existence of backwoods like a book. No detail
such a practice except in military in the daily lives of the pioneers
service seems to place those who in that vast wilderness has escaped
follow it away off on some distant her ·att,e ntion. She has · the reader
planet.
watch, and almost participate in
* * *
the clearing of 'land,' the building
:IN MY CALLOW DAYS I JOIN- of log cabins, the care of gardens,
'e 4 a secret society which was taken the spinning and weaving, the savquite seriously by most of its ing ·. of feathers for beds, ·the curme~bers. Several of, all : well ing of meat, and the careful acknown to each other, were initiat- cumulation of food to last over
, ed at the same ·u me. Among oth- winter, as if those things were part
er things we were given a sign of of the reader's own daily experirecognition by m~ans .of which we ence. ·Several ·tragic episodes are
might · identify oursel:ves to strang- treated with great power, and there
ers. Next day, and for some time are numerous passages of great
thereafter, members of ·. that class beauty, together with some realistic
of initiates, meeting each other on descriptions which . are needlessly
the street, used that sign on each minute.

FRANK LaBINE HAS A LETter from a brother in Toronto who
will soon be taking the biggest airplane in Canada away up to Great
Bear lake, in far
northern Canada.
Mr. LaBine is one
of those interested in the radium
ore beds
near
Great Bear lake
whose discovery
three
or
four
years ago aroused
such great interest in scientific
circles. · The deposit is hundreds
of miles from the
nearest railway,
and in a territory
Davies
into which it does
' not seem likely that a railway
I will eve" be built because of the
vast muskeg EJWamps that must be
crossed to reach it.

·

*

*

*

WHILE DIFFICULT OF ACceis, that northern territory is rich
in minerals and for several years
prospecting on a large scale has
been in progress there. Men and
materials are transported there for
thi~ purpose by airplanes, many of
which make regular trips back and
forth all the year around. Journeys which formerly required
months by canoe or dog-sled are
now made in a few hours. In many
cases ores of precious metals are
carried by plane to the nearest
railroad:

* * *

WHEN
THE
PITCHBLEND
at Great Bear lake were
discovered steps were at once taken to mine the precious ore, and
this has now become a regular industry. The tons of rock which
must be treated to yield minute
quantities of radium salts are carried by plane to the nearest railway, . hundreds of miles away, and
then shipped by rail to Port Hope,
Ontario, where is situated the only
radium concentration plant in the
western hemisphere.

Ideposits

* •

*

THE AIRPLANE HAS BEEN
directly responsible for the real beginning of the mining industry in
that vast northern wilderness.
Prospecting has been done there i
a small way for many years, but
because of the character of muc
of the intervening territory prom
ising locations were almost inac
cessible. There are no roads, and
it would be almost a physical impossibility to build them. Overland
travel in summer was quite impossible and canoe travel by the
meandering streams and lakes was
siow and laborious. Dog-sleds
were used in winter. But, in a,pite
of transportation difficulties it became known that there was much
mineral wealth in the district. Now

I
hundreds of prospectors have es-\
tablished permanent camps, which
are visited regularly by plane.

*

*

*

,

SOME OF US GOT A LOT OF ;
pleasure Monday evening from a ·
radio program entitled "Old Words
to New Music," which came from
New York. It was a satire on the
modern theater, and it was rich.
The story is, briefly, that Lucifer Ii
enables an ambitious young modern playwright to go back in time
a few hundred years and, unob- .
served, watch Shakespeare trying '.
to market one of his plays.
The ·
producer whom Shakespeare approaches is of the most offensive
ultra-modern type. Hi• conception
of a play is of something that will
draw the crowd with plenty of
gags, lots of noisy music and
slathers of pretty girls. He considers "Hamlet" from that standpoint, and finds that it will not do
at all, but thinks that something
can be done with it if it is rewrit~en and brought up to date. This
is done. Shakespeare, starving and
desperate, signs a contract and
sees his play butchered. The re-I
vised version is produced for the
radio audience and it is a scream.
THE MOriER; TiIEATER IS
.
by no means all clap-trap. It still
has real actors and real plays. The
clas~ical drama still attracts large
audiences when capably presented,
as witness the houses drawn by
Walter Hampden in Shakespearean
revivals. And real plays. are now
being written. But the real playwright must find difficult to re- ;
sist the demand that he sacrifice
everything
to the element of
amusement of the lightest type. ·

I

I

*

* *

· THERE IS NO INTENTION
here to decry amusement as a legitimate feature of the stage.
The
rollicking farce, the colorful musical comedy and other purely entertainment features have their excellent place, but it is not necessary 1
for a play to be cheap and coarse '
and tawdry to be amusing.

* * *

THERE IS A LOT IN A REmark made by Will Rogers the '
other day when he wondered where
the actors of tomorrow are to 1
come from. Actors who have really made their mark, he said, :
came up through long apprenticeship in which they became thoroughly familiar with all the details
of the stage work wl;lich was their
life. But today those schools of apprenticeship scarcely exist. We
may assume that the mathematiclans and engineers of tomorrow
are now studying arithmetic in the
grades. But if the grade schools
were abolished the next generation
would be likely to have some difffculty with iti, calculus and log&rithma.

·Mr n.n~•nm HULT

be and th~ are now quite a number

r~ved a report of the ]ll'OducUon
of
Iba,en plan ''Love's
medy,"
at the Community The&tre In Pasadena, C fornia.
This la one of
I b s e n's th r ¥
gr e at m a. at e rpieces of which
Dr. Hult has
made English
translations, th e
ot h e r s b e i n g
'Peer Gynt," and
"Brand." All have
been well received by critics, as
conveying better
than any other
translations the
liveliness and buW. P. Davies.
mor as well as
the pathos and tragedy which
mark the works in the original.

,ls

* * *

''LOVE'S COMEDY'' WAS GIVen at the Pasadena theatre at the
close of Ibsen week in which
"Ghosts," "The Doll's House," and
''Hedda Gabler'' were given. Dr.
Hult's play was chosen as the fiting one to provide the climax of
the series. It was enjoyed by an
audience which packed the theatre,
and which la described u being
both attentive and responsive, evidently sensing keenly and appreelating the slightest turns in sentiment which are indicated by the
ripplltng lines.

*

*

*

DR. HULT IS NOW PUTTING
the finiehing touches on a work
which has never bef~re been attemp~ed, namely, a translation of
Ibsen s complete lyrics. Some of
the lyrics have appeared in EngUsh, but the work has been fragmenta.ry. Dr. Hult has translated
them all. That part of the work
is finished, and the translator is
now at work on extended notes
which will appear with the poems
when published.

*

*

*

DR. CHAS. MACLACHLAN, OF
San Haveu, who asked some time
ago for "The Newsboy's Debt," has
at least two copiea of the poem
by thia time. One copy, sent to me
by Eliza Sykea of Grand Forks,
has been forwarded to the doctor. Another, he writes me, was
sent to him direct by Numidia L.
Sand, of Bisbee, who evidently
reads this column.

* * *

.A. STRAY CANADIAN PAPER
hu a.n article discussing municipal

credit in CanadL The "Statement is
made that up to about 1919 no
i Canadian municipalities were in de. fault on their bond payment. Not
all had been able to pay interest
and principal promptly due, but
tht arrearages were few and slight,
and in all cases payment wu -.de
1 in full. In later years the eon~t~
tloDf
:v..e been less satis~.

of munlolpalitiea In default. Meny
of the delinquencies are traced to
extravagant investments, as for
municipal electric plants. Others
are attributed to over-expansion in
such improvements aa paving and
sidewalk construction. The effect
of this is shown in the wide r¥ge
of interest rates at which municipalities are able to borrow. T_h ose
with good credit records can borrow at low rates. Those in leim
good standing, though stlll considered sound, must pay higher
rates, while the article says that
the cities of Montreal and Vancouver are unable to borrow on any
terms. Some of the Winnipeg suburbs are also said ·to lie having a
difficult time. I was glad to see
that my old home town, Brantford,
Ontario, has been able to keep its
credit good. That city recently
floated a bond issue at 4 per cent.

* * *

ALL OF THE DIONNE QUINtuplets are able to bite their toes,
and all of them are doing it. So
saya .a news dispatch. Dr. Dafoe
explains that the practice is quite
normal, being induced by the itching of gums which precedes teethIng.

* *

*

SCHOOLBOYS OF TODAY ARE
often invited to admire their fathers or .grandfathers, who wa\ked
many miles to school each moniing and back each evening, doing
the better part of a full day's work
on the farm, morning and evening,
into the bargain. That sort of thing
seems a long way off now, and
probably some of the ·youngsters
don't believe that it ever happened. But heroic youth has not
vanished from the scene. Desmond
Pacey, an English lad of 17, who
came with his widowed mother to
Caledonia some years ago, has
traveled seven miles to ~igh school,
riding a bicycle when he could,
and walking when he could not
ride, in addition to doing a fairly
heavy grist of farm chores. At a
recent school commencement was
awarded three echolarships which
he had won by excellent scholastic
records.

*

* *

ELIZA MAY HAS BEEN HAVing trouble with her verbs. She insists that notwithstanding what the
grammarians say, a hen doesn't
sit. She can't, says Eliza May, because she isn't built that way. . In
answer to the argument that you
set a hen on eggs, and then she sits
on them, she remarks that you set
a. plate on the table, but the plate
does not sit on the table thereafter. A hen, says Eliza May, ma.l
squat, or crouch, or hover, bu
she can't sit. It's all pretty eomplicated. They set a lot of eggs to
hatch in an incubator, and the
good hous~e used to set a. batch
of bread to rise. But the egga do
not sit, neither does th&"'bread.

,
L
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READERS
OF
PEARL
S.
Buck's new novel, "A House Divided," will not find in the book the
solution of any problem, and the
world is seeking
rather anxiously
the solution of
several problems.
But, aa one of the
prerequis 1 t es to
the solution of a
problem is understanding of its
nature, "A House
Divided" is a valuable work in
that it illuminates some of the
problems which
vex this age and
indicates s o m ething . of their influence on human thinking and
behavior. Pearl S. Buck spent
all of her early life in China.
Chinese children were her playmates. Chinese youth were her fellow students.
Chinese customs
were her customs. All her environment, flnd the very air which she
breathed were Chinese, and she
thought, and spoke, and wrote in
Chinese. It is with this . background of experience and this intimate knowledge that she has undertaken in several books to interpret Chinese life and character to
English speaking readers.

* * * .
SHE ACHIEVEO FAME SEVeral years ago by the publication
of her book "The Good Earth,"
which is the story of a Chinese
farmer, Wang, a lover of the soil
and an intelligent user of it, who
became a man of wealth and standing. "Sons," which fallowed deals
with tht second generation of the
Wang family, of one son who became a successful merchant, another who owned great landed
properties and particularly of the
one who became a war lord and
was :known as the Tiger, who commanded an army and r4led what
was, in eff ct, a little kingdom, for
whic4 he made laws and upon
whose p~ople he levied tribute.

*

*

*

"A HOUSE DIVIDED'' IS THE
· third of that trilogy, and its prln, clpat character ht Wang Yuan, son
1 of the Tiger, and the book is a rec. ord of his thinking and emotions
as he finds himself in a confused
world which he cannot understand,
with the established order shattered and even the old ways of think. Ing outmoded and no new order
securely fixed. The young man is
a shy, sensitive Idealist, intensely
earnest, hateful of violence, eager
for the happiness of hi people, and
wandering in .a maze of Indecision
between the old and the new.

* *

,
1

.
.
.
·
.

Buck ought to Know her Ch.ina,
and she should be familiar with the
attitude of .cultured Chinese on this
subject. With all his ~tfort Yuan
can never quite overcome his repugnance to a white skin.

SENT
TO
A
MILITARY
school by his father, although he
hates everything military, Yuan
absorbs revolutionary ideas from
student companjons and quarrels
with his fiery oid father on his return. He seeks refuge in the solitude of his grandfather's farm, but
there he is shocked to find that he
is not welcome. The tenant and
the farm neighbors think that his
appearance means the imposition
of more taxes. and they are already taxed beyond endurance. The
Tiger forces him to return, as he
has selected a bride tor him and
Yuan must be wed in the old Chinese custom.
Rebelling against
this Yuan escapes and makes .h is
way to the distant coastal city
where he is received and given ;
shelter by a wife of his father, not ·
his own mother, but who in her
graciousness a:p.d wisdom is thereafter a mother to him,

* * *CITY YUAN
IN THE COASTAL
sees foreign people and foreign
ways and reluctantly joins a band
of revolutionists. Denounced by a
girl whose advances he has reject- .....
ed he is Jtrrested and imprisoned
and is then released upon the payment of a great sum by his father
and sent to America to attend college, which he does for six years.
He views America with wonder and
admiration which change to hatred
as he, feeling himself superior,
finds that everywhere he is regarded as inferior. He returns to ,,
China, full of hope and of the determination to make his learning
useful to his people, to suf:f er one
disillusionment after another. It
is a girl of his own race, of stronger character than his own, who
leads him to a measure of confi- ,
dence and hope.
·
* * AS* A TYPE,
YUAN STANDS
not only of the young Chinese,
roping his way through the
reckage of old customs and old
~ eliefs and the tawdriness of a new
. eneration which has not found itself, but a1 the type of doubting
and uncertain youth everywhere in
a world where change aeems to
hav\e left nothing on which to take
hold with confidence. His type has
been admirably chosen for the author' a purpose. A youth more positive, ·1ess introspective, less conscientious, would have had less difficulty in finding a way, even
though it might have been a wrong
way.
1

*

* BEEN
*
MUCH HAS
SAID AND
written about race prejudice, as ii
it were something reprehensible, of
which the individual could divest
himself easily, if he chose.
Mrs.

1

* GRANDFATHER,
* *
LIKE HIS
Yuan was a lover of the soil. In
America he had studied the ways
of growing things, and he had taken back to his own country good
seeds, carefully selected, that the
crops of his people might be improved. He had caused his young
Chinese students to plant rows of
the wheat which he had broug'ht
from across the sea, and a neighboring farmer had laughed · at the
f ooHsh task. The year was a rainy
one and when Yuan went to examine the seed plots he found that
his seed had sprouted and grown, f
but now lay rotting on the earth.
"It had sprung up quick and tall
and every seed had been alive and
swift and eager to put forth. But
the earth and skies were not native
to it, and it took no deep natural
root, and so it lay spoiled and rotted.''
The wheat on the adjo1ning farm
stood sturdily even in all the mud,
scanty and short, but .not dead.
* *MAKES
* NO ATTHE AUTHOR
tempt to interpret that parable. The
book contains lessons which drive
themselves home, perhaps more
forcibly because the language used
is largely the simple .,language of 1
the King James version of th
Bible.

AS NO ONE ELSE SEEMS sons go and return. Men have
to volunteer, I wish to offer a few gone forward, and then have pauswords in behalf of what is often ed in uncertainty, but they have
derisively termed "this so-called hu- gone forward again. An:d · after
man race." I do ·each pause the race seems to have
this with diffi- moved forward with a little cleardence because I er vision, a little higher hope, and
confess to a cer- a little finer idealism. Some have I
ta in
partiality strayed aside or lagged behind, but
which may influ- the procession has moved on. Each I
ence my judg- generation has recognized and ;
ment. Because I been shocked by abuses which , it·
belong to the hu- found in its structure. Today men I
man race I enter- err out in alarm because of selfishtain for it some- ness, and greed, and oppression, I
thing of the af- and corruption in high places, for- ·
fe'ction which one getting, sometimes, that the evils
feels . for his own which they now deplore were once
family and I have the commonplace o.f society, so uscome to regard it ual as scarcely to attract attention.
with a certain
* * *
measure of reNOT ONLY IS THERE RECOGIn this, I am aware, there .nition of and revulsion against
may be some prejudice, but be- .evils which once went . unrecogcause the . human race is my race nized and unchallenged, but on a
I am unable to view it with the greater scale than ever before was
calm detachment of many 'of the known effort in being made to
brilliant critics who· have weighed stand why evil exists and to pro..
it in the balance and found it ut- vide remedies for it. History has
terly wanting.
no record of a time when human
* * *
distress was an object of such genTHE HUMAN RACE CAME IN- eral concern; when the common
to existence in a ·world of chaos. good occupied such a large place
First achieving· self-consciousness in men's minds, when so many men
it found a vast and pathless wilder- of large possessions sought so earness with neither guide nor chart nestly for ways to use their goods
nor compass and it was required to for human betterment; when graft
find its way and a~hieve its des- and extortion were so hated and
tiny alone. It has stumbled often scorned; and when so much earnest
and blundered sadly. Sometimes it thought was being given to the enhas wandered in seeming aimless- largement of human life and the ~
ness. But it has made itself mas- just distribution of its opportuni·
ter · of much of its physical environ- ties.
ment. It has acquired conscious,
~,
ness -and free-will . It has created
THIS IS NOT THE MILLENa feeling of responsibility for and· ium. The human race has created
duty toward each other such as and known no millenium. Those
marks the existence of no other who look for it indulge in a false
living creatures.
hope. The race has made progress,
* *
but its progress has been marked
THOSE WHO LOOK DOWN by sin, and sorrow and disappointwith · contempt upon the human ment. Tomorrow will not be a
race and from their ·pinnacles of cloudless day, but the sun will rise,
self-appreciation hurl down upon and progress will b~ resumed, if the
it blasting invective and withering parallels ·of history are to be consarcasm owe to this same scorned tinued. And so, my masters, conrace the advantages which they ceding that the human race has
enjoy
the ability which they blundered and stumbled, it has
I possess.and And
history presents made some progress, · and I benothing to warrant the belief that speak for it charitable judgment
while the human race · has achieved and the · postponement of sentence
some worth-while things in the of execution. I believe that with{
past, the present ·movement marks all its ·shortcomings this present
the end of its progress, · and that generation has points of superioriit is doomed henceforth to extinc- ty· over the generations whi~h have
tion or retrogression.
preceded it, and . I feel confident!
*
that, greatly as I revere· their mem·THERE IS IN NATURE A ory, my grandparents were not 1
rhythm which seems to communi- more wise, or generous, or spiritcate itself to the affairs of men. ually-minded than my grandchilThe · tides ebb and flow and the sea- dren will be.
1

1

*

*

* *

HAROLD VAN. DUSEN HAS
added to his library, which contalne old and curious books and
papers as well as new publications
copies of the two
Grand Forks city
directory published over 30 years
ago by the Grand
Forks Plaindealer. They are for
the years 1898-99
and 1899-00. Some
of
the
n&n1es
which appear in
the classified sections will serve to
remind a few of
the older residents of the city
Davies
of things which
they have forgotten. The names of pastors of several of the churches do not appear,
but A. T. Gesner appeare as rector
of the Episcopal church, A. J. Hulteng as pastor of Zion Lutheran
(now the United Lutheran) and M.
B. Van Vranken as secretary of the
Y. M. C. A.
Headquarters of the
"Y" were then In the basement of
the Security block. The city had
& Choral Union, with A. E. James
pre1ldent, :a«rs. J. H. Bosard vice
president, Viola Booker secretary
and W. B. Thompson treasurer. Jay
Nee.I Dow was treasurer and manage,r of the Euterpean Mandolin
cl~b. W. H. Brown was drum major of the K. P. band and w. w.
Hall waa leader. Players listed
wen H. C. Nelson, James Lyons,
Andrew Hendrickson, Ed. Thulin,
By Guerin, B. S. Swengel, M. Solum, M. M. Lockerby, L. K. Hasaell, Clarence Bierly, Ferdinand
Norqul1t, H. H. Ballles, E. w.
Smith, Fred Herrleh, Benjamin
Inp, A. H. Deeks, P. L. Pritchard,
and Frank Connolly.

* *

*
IN THE FIRST
PLAINDEALer directory appears an advertisement of the Hotel Dacotah, with
a picture of the original building.
But the bulldlng was burned after
the book went to pre11, and there
11 printed in the advertisement In
red Ink the notation "Burned December 17, 1897, expected to be rebuilt before the fall of 1898." The
new building wu actually completed a little later than the anticipated date.

·

,tc

*

*

THE HERALD HAS ALREADY
pub11shed an account of the North
Dakota picnic at Loa Angeles, Further Information concerning that
event comes in a letter from G. R.
Jacobi, who describes the picnic as
a highly successful affair. He
writes that the groups around the

Grand Forks tables seemed to tie
having the best time of all. Mr.
Jacobi gives the following list of
residents and former residents
whom he recog'nized in the crowd:
George Ausberry and daughter Vivr ian Mary, Mrs. J, W. Mayer and
daughter Evelyn Hall, John Cumming and daughters Cassie and Mrs.
West Fisher, Mr. and Mrs. Addison Murray, Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Bryan, Mrs. John Henry, Mr. and
Mrs. O. A. Webster, Mrs. R. B.
Griffith, W. D. Russell Mrs. Ro
J

* * *

"ON DECEMBER 12TH, 198',
I waa workins around thl1 ro,e
bush, and noticed a new •hoot com
ing out of one of the larger
branches. It was about a half inch
In diameter and 91h inches long, I
measured it from day to day 1lnce,
and it has averaged a growth of
from three fourths to one inch per
day, even through the cold and
rainy weather. How i1 this for a
good California atory?

'* * *

IT WILL BE TIME TO PLANT
the spring annuals shortly and
Russell, Ben Starkman, Mrs. Pa
then with my rosH I 1htll be buay.
permaster,
Hattie
Rosenswei
I never thought I could be wedded
Charlslon and T. M., her husband,
aw~y from the Peony, but wbile
Mrs. Flossie Peterson Brown, Wil
11am Dryburgh, Charles Elgas, for- . they are marvelous flowers their
blooming period 11 too 1hort. Our
merly of Hale & Elgu, George
roses start to bloom ln April and
Hill and son F. R. Hill, of Ardoch,
by careful handling one may have
Dan Morrison, Ardoch, Howard
Maher, Devils Lake, Buster Ryan, Jblooms till late in the fall,"
East Grand Forks. Kem Temple
Shrine band was represented by C.
B. Olson of Willow City and Mr.
Jacobi himself, "And last, but not
least, Mose Rosensweig, representing Governor Olson, of Minnesota.."

*

*,

*

STILL ANOTHER CALIFORnla letter comea, from George . R.
Robbins, who recalls the days when
he and I crowded each other for
the big-tomato championship of OUl'
neighborhood. George ls feeling
sorry for me here in the land of
snow and ice while he can till the
ground all the year around. But '
who want& to live ~here you can't '
make a snowball without climbing I
a mountain for the snow?
Of 1
course for their lack of snow over
there they have the compensation
of flowers all winter. Of these Mr.
Robbins writes:

* * *

"WE
HAVE
SOMETHING
growing and blooming practically
all the year. I now have two yellow J asmine1 in bloom; pansies are
beginning to bloom; I have 215 bush
roses and five climbe:rs, these will
start blooming in a.bout a month
or six week1. The daffodils, phlox,
delphlmiums, columbine and canterberry bells are all growing nicely and will be in bloom in early
1Jpring. Stocks have been in bloom
for the past month, and th• Raunculu are about ready to bl~om.

* * *

"ON DECEMBER 30TH, 1938, I
purchased for 45 cents a Belle of
Portugal clim~ng rose in a five
gallon container. Before Septemer 1st, 1984, the longest branches
of this rose meaBUred 16 to 17 feet.
rt had traveled along bqth Bides
of the p.rage, and on tht 12 ft.
11lde extends beyond the corner. I
have been wondering how far it
will go, and what I shall do with
It. It 111 a wonderful> bloomer during March and April and a good
bush may carry a couple hundred
rose at
time.

I

IT IS WELL KNOWN THAT
not all speeches are prepared wholly by those who deiiver them.
There are cases in which speakers t
have used the ;
ideas, arguments,
illustrations and
language
which
have been supplied by others
and have
pre.sented the product as their own.
Such cases- may
passed with
contempt.
B ut
men of originality
and thought, with
ample · · power of
expression, often
consult o£hers on
the substance and
form of addresses which they are
to deliver, and make material modifications in response to ffllggestions
which they receive. This course
was ·followed by Abraham Lincoln
in the preparation of his first inaugural.

be

* * *

THE EARLY DAYS OF 1861
; were days of tension &1;).d. anxiety.
Lincoln's election had been followed by steps looking toward the
secession of southern .states. Lincoln was pledged to the preservation of the union. As the time for
inauguration approached the prospect of war became more threaten·tng. Lincoln hated war and hoped
to avert it. He hoped in his inaugural to be able to give assurance
I that the union would be preserved,
and yet to utter words of conciliation which might lead to reasonable and peaceful solution of the
problems which confronted the na-; ·
tion.

* * *

IT WAS IN THIS ATMOS".'
phere and_ in this spirit that Lincoln prepared the first draft of his
inaugural address in Springfield
before leaving for Washington. The
text of the address was submitted
to one or two friends in Springfield, and at their suggest~o~ a few
changes wer~ made. · Th~ text was
then. wbmitted to William H. Seward, who had been Lincoln'. s ri':al
for the Republican presidential
noQ).ination and
to serve as his
secret,ary of state. Seward was
an able man who ha.d a high opinion ot. his own ability. . He .believed t \ it would be his functio.n ~o
gui
e inexperienced Il1mo1s
ho ht:1.d nn e,cnectedly been

was

elevated to a position ..too great for
him. Seward expected that he, and
not Linc9ln, would shape the course
of 'the new administration. In this
he was to find himself mistaken.
Lincoln consulted him, trusted him
and valued his counsel, but LinIcoin hi?n:selt was president.

* * *

SEWARD WROTE TO
LINcoin suggesting many changes, ·
mQst of them merely verbal, in the
address. One sentence from his let. i
, ter recommending those - ·c hanges
will serve to indicate the estimate
· which he placed . on .his own importance. Ref erring to , the difficulty which had been experienced
. in preventing party feeiing ~rom
growing beyond control, he wrote:
. "Only the soothing words which
: I haye spoken have saved us and
. carried us along thus far. Every
, loyal man, and indeed evecy dis-

I

-

.

loyal man, in the south will tell
you thist

*

*

*
FEELING
HIMSELF
THUS
charged with responsibility, Seward scrutinized carefully every sentence and every word in Lincoln's
text. With
view chiefly t~ thhe ,.
utterance of "soothing words
e
1
proposed many changes, someti:t?es I
only of a word or two, affecting ,
chiefly the style of the address, but ·
in other cases effecting important
changes in subject matter.
Some
of those changes Lincoln accepted
and used as recommended. Some
he rejected. Others · were accepted
in substance, but recast in his own
words.

a

* INTER
ONE OF *THE* MOST
esting of the changes made wa
in the closing of the address. Th
last paragraph but one, as the ad
dress was delivered and as it no
appears in the record, closes wit
the sentence:
,
"You have no oath regifrtered in
heaven to destroy the government,
while I have the most solemn one
to 'preserve, protect and def end
it." "
To this Lincoln had added in his
original draft:
·
"You can forbear the assault upon it, I cannot shrink from the defense of it. With you, and not
with me, is the solemn question of
'Shail it be peace or ·a swor4 ?' "
This closed the address as · Lincoln had originally written it.
*

*

)le ·

SEWARD DID NOT LIKE THIS
termination. His ·1etter suggested
that "something beside or in addition to argument is needful-to
meet and remove prejudice and
passion in the· south and despondency . and · fear in the east. Some
words of affectton-some of calm
and cheerful confidence." AcCOJ;'dingly, he submitted two paragraphs, with either of which the
address might close. The first of
these contained 139 words, commonplace in form and sentiment.
The other read as follows:

1

*

*

.*

* *

''I CLOSE. WE* ARE .NOT, WE
must not be, ,aliens or . enemies, but
fellow-countrymen and brethren.
Although passion Sias strained our
bond of affection ., too. hardly, they
must not, I am sure they will not,
be broken. The mystic chords
which, proceedin'g fro~ so many
battle-fields and. so ;many patriot
graves, pass through all the hearts
and all the hearths in this broad
continent - of ours, will yet again
harmonize in their ai:icient music
when breathed upon by the guardian angel of the nation."

LINCOLN -ACCEPTED THAT
paragraph in EJpirit, but he simplified its rhetoric and 'gave it new
and .more ~autiful form in the
paragraph with which all the world
bas 'pecome fs.m.illar:
"I am loth to close. We are no~
enemies,. but friends. We ·must
not ·b e enemies. . Tho\ilgh ··passion
may have 1:1traiiled, it mu9t not
break our bonds of affection . .The
mystic chords of memory, 11tretching from every battle-field and patriot grare, to every living heart
and . heartbstone, all over this
broad .land, will yet swell the chorus of the Union, when . again
touched, as surely they will be, by
the better ."angels of our nature."

I ENJOYED WILL ROGERS IN.
"The County Chairman," ai:, I enjoy him in everything in which he
appears. That is not to say that
I always enjoy
his plays. Some
of
them
have
b e e n distinctly
punk, but Rogers
is always Will
Rogers • no . matter what his ve.
I
th t
-" ' h ic1e.
n
a
respect he resembles the late
Dan Sully, who
always P, l a Y e d
just Dan Sully,
no matter 1'1h~t
the name of his
part.
And Dan
Davies
had
the
good
sense not to try to play anything
else. Only once before, I think, I
saw "The County Chairman."
It
was played at the Metropolitan
here many years ago, and the only
dis~inct recollection of it that remains is that L. E. Birdz;ll, then
a law instructor at the c:_. N. D.,
later supreme court ~ustice, and
now legal advisor to the federal
deposit
insurance
corporation,
played the chairman and Skuli
Skulason took the part of the colored brother who had recentlyand again-become a father.

*

* *

WILL ROGERS THE OTHER
day predicted a six-to-three supreme court decision in the Gold
Clauee case, "in favor of what has
been done," and a hung jury in
the Hauptmann case. The Hauptmann jury returned a verdict of
guilty, which leaves the possibility
that Rogers may be 50 per cent
right. For a professional humorist
to make a score of 50 in estimating
legal decisions is something of an
a.chievement. Many a lawyer, and
even an occa:nonal judge, would
I be proud of such a record.

* * *

OVER IN UTAH THEY ARE
considering a law for the taxation
of bachelors. One of that group
protests vigorously. "Why," he
asks, "should bachelors be taxed
when they have a hard enough
time as it is trying to get along,
while a lot of men who have wives
to support them go free?"

* * *

THE LATE HENRY HALE OF
Devils Lake, though ripe in years
and experience, never grew old, He
retained his youth by being constantly engaged in work for the
benefit· of others. He had devoted
much of his time to the collection
of material relating to the early
history of the Devils Lake region,
and he preserved much valuable
material which, but for his effort,
would have perished. Examination
of his desk since his death shows
that up to the last he continued
this work, and among his papers
, were found among. other things a
partly completed revision of · his
history of the Pioneers' association
of Ramsey county.

THE FOLLOWING N E W
checker problems are submitted by
Henry McLean of Hannah:
Black, Kings, 5, 14, 20, 22, 32.
White, 9, 11, 15, 27.
White to play and win,
Black, 3, 23, 19, 10. 1.
}Vhite, 10, 31:, 19, 9, 13.
In the· latter problem there a.re
some duplications which I have
given according to the text. , Perhaps Mr. McLean will send corrections.

* *

!

IN ANSWER TO
REQUEST
many copies of the old poem
"Bairnies, Cuddle Doon," were received. Some had been copied by
hand, some were typed, and some
had been cut from the pages of old
books. The number of replies received is a demonstration of the
popularity of this old poem. I did
not know that a sequel to its ex
isted but there is one and Mrs
Jam~s Black of Hann~h sends a:
copy. The author's name is not
given, nor does a title accompany
it. I have taken the liberty to
supply a title and quote it as follows.
·

* * *

BAIRNIES, WAUKEN UP.
Wull I ha'e to spea~ again
To thae weens o' mine?
Elchf o'clock, an' weel I ken
The schule gangs in at nine.
Little hauds me but to gang
An' fetch the muckle whup;
0, ye sleepy-heidlt rogues,
Wull ye wauken up?
Never mither had sic faughtNo' a moment's ease;
'
Cleed Tam as ye like, at nicht
His breeks are through the
knees,
Thread is no' for him ava'It never hauds the grup;
Maun I speak again, ye roguesWull ye wauken up?
Tam, the very last to bedHe winna rise ava', ·
Last to get his books an' sklateLast to win awa',
Sic a limb for tricks an' funHeeds na' what I say
Rabband Janie-but thee plagues::....
Wull they 11leep a' day?
Here they come, the three at ance,
Lookin' gleg an' fell.
Hoo they ken their buts o' claes
Beats me fair to tell.
Wash your wee bit faces, clean,
An' here's your bite an' sup-Never was mair wicellke bairns,
Noo they've waukened up.
There, the three are aff at last,
I watch them frae the door; .
That Tam, he's at his tricks again,
I coori.t them by the score.
He's put his fit afore wee Rab
An' coupit Jamie doon,
l
Could I but lay him claw his croon.
Noo, to get my wark on han,,
I'll ha'e a busy day,
:But, losh, the hoose ls unco quate
Since they are a' away.
A dizzen times I'll look the clock
When it comes roun' to three,
For, cuddlin' doon, or waukenin'
up,
They're dear, dear bairns to me.

FOR SOME TIME TELEVISION
as been an accompllshed fact.
Pictures of scenes__ actually in pr~
gress can be prt>jected electr1cally
through the air
or by wire and
r e p r o d uced on
small screens at
a distance.
Through the combined
reproduction · of sight and .
sound it is possi-:
ble both to see
and hear at a distance a football
game, a grand i
o u e r a performance, or the inw. P. Davies. auguraUon of a
president. Such things have been
done experimentally with success.
Both sending and receiving .equipment haYe been developed until
they -.re ready for practical use.
Wha.t remains is to complete the
connec,tion between sending and
receiving stations so that the enterp ise can be placed on a sound
co mercial basis.

* *

*
1JTHORITIES
OF THE BRITis
Radio commission expect to
ha e television in practical operatio in their country within the
nt year according to a statemade recently by a member
commission, who described
tlie ethod to be employed in making t.Jie connection between sender
and eceiver. Transmission of pictures by radio, it is explained, presents difficulties because of the l
limited range of the short waves•
u$ed in this work. Radio waves
used in eound reproduction have a
range extending froi:n hundreds to
thou98,l}ds of miles, depending on
the power of the sending station
and ~ length of waves used.
Waves thus far used in television
have such limited range that if
radio transmission is used reproducing stations muet be fairly close
together in order that a large area
may be covered.

* * * .

BRITISH ENGINEERS INTEND
to use radio transmission, and to
arrange for covering the country
by means of ten reproducing stations ·suitably distributed. Because
of the small .area of the county this
plan ls considered quite feasible
there. The great distances to be
coverea in this country require the
$doptlon of a different plan for the
tJnited States. Methods of sending
and reception a e as far advanced
l' here as in Great Britain, but Amer' le~ engineers are at work on
plans for transmiaa
by cable in- stead of by radio.
sent plans

., I

call for the use of a specially conmain tnink
lines and ·branches serving the
numerous reproduQing stations.
Obviously the coit of this method
distribution~wm be much greater than with · the British system,
and no announcement has :i>een
made of the time when the · system
is expected to be in operation.

~ structed cable with

·
,
l

. of
·
·

* '*

'

*

IN GREAT ·. BRITAIN RADIO
is a government monopoly, and
there, programs are n<lt sponsored
I

by the advertisers as Jn this coun-.
try.
The cost of tlie service is
defrayed out of a fund derived
from a license fee on receiving sets.
An annual charge of ·$2.50 is made
for the receiving set, ~arge or small.
The commissioner who reported on j
television prospects said that there
would be no additional charge for
pictures, as the regular license fee
would be ample to provide for this.
Special television instruments will
be required, and these are being
made to sell at $250 to $800. The
pictures for which provision is now
being made will be about 5 by 7
inches. , They will be enlarged, but
at some sacrifice of distinctness.
It is assumed that receiving instruments giving larger pictures will
soon be built to sell at lower prices.
Improvement in quality and reduction in price has characterized the
history of radio, and it is taken for
granted that this will be the history of television.

* *

THUS WE MAY *
LOOK FORward to se.e ing as well as hearing,
our favorite crooners-if we have
favorites-as they perform before
the mike, and if some of them
don't look better than they sound
it will be just too bad.

*

* *

A STRAY NEWSPAPER CLIPping contains a · letter from a high
school atudent who complains that
students of. his grade are required
to waste tbeir time over a lot of
literary stuff for which they will
never have any use, when they
might be devoting their time to
something of _practical value, such
as courses in ecience, and business,
and how to get along in the world.
~erhaps it is a mistake for this
particular youth to spend much
·time on literature. Here the question of natural aptitudes comes in,
and that is a highiy controversial
subject. But, assuming that there
is no natural obstacle in the way
of his developing a taste for literature, there may be something
the matter with the kind of teaching to which he has been subjected.

* *DRY
*
· oF ALL THE

co~A,~~

ever included in courses of stu. ,
literature, as it is sometimes
taught, is about the dryest. In
comparison, algebra, and geometry
are hig y emotional and lmagtna.tive. There are those whose approach in school to the finest works
of ' great authors was ao beset with
- with thorns and briers, so arid and
stony, tJ,lat upon leaving .school
they . tur~ed their 'J?ooks on th.oee
authors and their works ancil. h~ped
never to hear either mentic,decl
again. They were required to 1'8.rn
strings of dates, to· .a nalyze and ex.plain and dissect and classlfJ, to
ae ve into abstractions, to scan
iVe se and diagrQ.m prose, to do
e rything but let imagination run
r1
nd -read and enjoy. Is it any
iWO
~ that .those subjecte~ to tjiat
sort .o f teaching should think ti y
hate literature? Of course they do
not . hate literature. They only
think so. Tliey have never really
had a chance to know what literature is.
Fortun~tely, not all · teaching
of that type.

DISCUSSING THE FINE DIStin.ctions which are made in legal
mwtters an old writer remarked,
"Th law is as nice as a new-laid
egg, and not to
be understood b
addle-headed persons." Some of its
niceties cropped
up in the Hauptmann
trial
in
New
Jersey.
Among o t h e r
things there was
the matter of loc a t i o n. The
Lindbergh property is in Hunterdon county. The
body of the child
was found in the
Davies
adjoining county
of Mercer. There was no con cl usive evidence to show in which
county was struck the blow that
resulted in death.

*

*

*

THE DEFENSE ASKED THE
court to charge "If you find that
the death of the child in question
occurred in Mercer county and ensued from a burglary in Hunterdon
county you should acquit the defendant."

* * DID* NOT SO
THE JUDGE
charge, but he did refer to the
claim of the state of reasonable inference from the evidence that the
blow was struck in Hunterdon
county, and said, "From the evidenQe you may conclude, if you see
fit., that the child was feloniously
stricken on the 1st day of Marc~
at the township of East Amwell in
this county (Hunterdon) and died
as a result of that stroke.'' The inference there· is that that if the
jury failed to draw that "reasonble inference" they must acquit.

.• "*

*

THEN THERE IS THE QUEStton of open and closed windows.
The New Jersey law is that murder
committed in perperating or attempting to perpetrate any burglary shall be murder in the first
degree. To commit burglary one
must "break and enter'' a dwelling
house by night with intent to steal,
, etc. Nothing was broken when the
house was entered that night. According to the testimony the window had been closed from the inside. After the crime it was found
open. If the criminal opened it
from the outside and entered he
, was perpetrating a burglary, and
if he killed some person, willfully
or accidentally-, in the process, he
.was ·guilty of murder in the first

degree • If he nad found the winer day, when some 200 local residow open here would have been no
dents drove out a band that had
burglary, and if death resulted ac- · been intimidating workmen from
cidentally he would not have been
going to work in a mine which is
guilty of murder in the first dethe town's sole industry.
When
gree.
the local people indicated a disposition to fight the agitators faded
*
THE COURT CHARGED
THE
away.
jury, "In the circumstances of this * * *
case you must be satisfied that the
SOME YEARS AGO I. W. W.
window was shut and that it was
agitators busied themselves in the
raised and opened by the defendant
harvest fields and among the
and that he entered the house." If
threshing crews of North Dakota.
he had happened to find the winWork on the farms was delayed
dow open there would have been
and a good deal of damage was
no burglary and no capital offense.
done by secret burning of grain .
· The quality of his crime depended,
shocks and stacks and destruction
. not on what he did or had intendof machinery. Groups of those agi- f
• ed to do, not on something for
tators invaded small towns de- 1
· which he had made long, careful
mantling food and other gratuities.
· and deliberate preparation, but on
Some of the agitators were arrestw!lether or not some person who
ed and thrown into jail at Lang: knew nothing of him ·and over
don. Associates and sympathizers
whom he had no control happended
boarded a freight bound for Langto _c lose a window.
don, with the avowed intention of
rescuing the imprisoned men. No* *HER . HOME ~ tice of this was sent to Langdon,
WRITING * FROM
and there was an immediate roundat La Jolla, California, Mrs. Kathup of citizens to take steps to deal
erine G. Leonard tells of a meetwith the emergency. The steps
ing of the North Dakota associa- taken were elementary in their 'sim1 tion in one of the buildings at Balplicity. Most of the members of
i boa park, San Diego, at which : the male population armed them. there were present, among others,
selves, not with guns, but with ax
Dr. and Mrs. R. T. Young, former ·handles, pick handles and other
Grand Forks people, former Gov- iWeapons of that nature. When the
ernor L. B. Hanna, Mr. and Mrs. invaders arrived they were met at
A. A. Halvorson and Dr. and Mrs. the station by a little group of
Thomas Mulligan, both couples of grim-faced, tough-looking
men,
Grand Forks. Dr. Marsden, for- each carrying a stout club, and ·
mer Grand Forks specialist, was giving evidence of both willingness
re-elected chairman of the group.
and ability to wield it. The rescue
"f:
was abandoned forthwith. There
SAN DIEGO I'S MAKING ELAB- is a lot of merit in a community,
,orate prepa.ations for the Cali- like an individual, standing up on 1
fornia Pacific International exposi- its own hind legs. In the Lang- 1
tion which is to l;>e held there this don case there was no appeal either
year. The exposition, which is to to Washington or to Bismarck.
open May 29, will be held in Bal- There was no calling out of militia,
boa park, a beautiful area in the . and there were- neither conferences
heart of the city, and in addition nor negotiations. The sturdy men
to the natural beauties of the of the town spat on their hands
place visitors will be shown a and grabbed their clubs.
grand pageant illustrating the distant Mayan civilization, the estab-lishment of the coast missions, the
wild days of the gold rush and the
almost miraculous development of
recent years.

* *

l

____,. ------------1

*

*

*

*

*

A SHOW OF FORCE IS SOMEthing that may work more ways
than one. In many labor controversies trouble is stirred up by
outsiders whose only interest is in
creating and prolonging disputes,
and in such cases both the threat
and the use of force are apt to
characterize the affair in its early
stages. Communities are· slow to
move, but occasionally a community, exasperated beyond endurance, asserts itself. ·That was the
case in Jackson, California, the oth-

SOME TIME AGO I REFERred to the proposal made in the
t.
N or th D a k o t a cons ft
1 u wna 1 convention that the legislature consist
of a single charrtber instead of the
two chambers, the
latter being the
plan f i n a 1 1 Y
adopted. A quotation was given
from the soulstirring oration of
R. N. Stevens in
support of
the
single - chamber
plan. I am not
sure that
that
speech helped the
cause,
because·,
while the period
Davies
was one in whic_h
florid oratory was fashionable, it
did not always carry much weight,
especially when the rhetorical embellishments were out of keeping
with the character of the subject
under consideration.

* * *

quite accurate. He believed that
the senate . woul~ serve ~s a. useful
check on 111-ad vised legislation by
the other house.

*

* *

M N. JOHNSON, OF NELSON,
spoke at length in favor of the
single chamber. He referred to the
Jewish Sanhedrim, a single body,
and to the Roman senate, which
rules a great empire for 1,000 years,
to the first French republic and tc
the kingdom of Norway, all governed by single chambers.

* *

*

W. E. PURCELL, OF RICH·
land, devoted some attention to the
theory of one legislative house
serving as a check on the other.
He thought it unlikely that a
county would elect two senators to
watch four representatives.
On
the contrary, he thought all six
would be elected on the same is.:.
sues and for the same purpose. He
favored the single chamber.

*

*

*

THE RECORD OF THAT DEbate is interesting because it serves
as a reminder that many things
are not as new as they seem.
When Senator Norris proposed
that the · legislative body of Nebraska should consist of a single
body the plan was regarded by
many as a daring innovation,
something untried and revolutionary. Yet nearly half a century
.earlier the subject had been
threshed out in the North Dakota
constitutional convention, and atten tion was then called to many
cases in which the single chamber
had been tried and found satisfactory, and in which it was still in
operation.

THE SINGLE-CHAMBER PLAN,
however, ·was discussed by other
mem'bers of the convention. Ezra
Turner, delegate from ~ottineau,
favored the single chamber and referred to the fact that all the Canadian provinces with the exception
of Quebec operated under the onechamber plan, and that this plan
had been found satisfactory there.
In answer to the statement that legisl,ation was. likely to be more carefully drawn when enacted by two
chambers, he called attention to
the fact that Dakota territory,
with its two chambers, had legislation on its books so obscure and
*
, contradictory that even the attorSEVERAL CORRESPONDENTS
ney general was not sure of its have written expressing . pleasure
meaning.
over the publication of the sequel
* * *
to "Bairnies, Cuddle Doon,'' and
A. S. PARSONS,. OF MORTON, one friend sends additional verses
also advocated the single chamber. which will be published when there
He· felt that something must be is a ·favorable opportunity. It has
done to curb the growing strength been interesting to watch the reof corporations, which was becom- action of readers of this column to
ing alarming. The corporation, he familiar verse, some of which is
said, was interested chiefly in pre- real poetry, while some, it must be
venting , legislation, and it could do confessed, is not. A year or two
this more effectively with two ago some one wished to place a
chambers than with one, as one line which, though familiar, I
chamber could be played off could not identify at the moment.
against the other.
I published an inquiry, and within
!1'
*
a short time I received literally
JOHN ~- CARLAND, OF BUR- dozens of copies of "Bingen on the
leigh, opposed the single chamber, Rhine," from . which the line was
which he said had been tried and taken. That line had touched
found wanting. He cited the cases many .a responsive chord. Search
of Vermont and Georgia, which had had .been made through old ·school
, experimented with one chamber books, scrap ' books and treasure
1 and changed to the two-chamber chests. · The poem came typewrit., plan. While the province of On-. ten, in lohghand, and on pages
tario had but one chamber, he clipped from old books and magasaid, the acts of that body were zines. W'e may seem hard-boiled,
subject to veto by the privy coun- but we are a pretty sentimental
cil, in which statement he was not lot, just the same.

* *

*

"LIB E R I A REDISGOVERED"
is the title of a book written by
James C. Young and recently published by Doubleday Doran which
is obviously intended less as a
literary w o r k ·
than as a defense ·
of the reco'rd of
t h e Firestone
company in the
conduct of its
vast rubber enterprise in Liberia.
Like every
other work written with a special ;
purpose it must
be read with that
purpose in mind,
but while this is
W. : . . Davies.
true, this little·
work -is both interesting and valuable in presenting in compact
form a summary of the history of
a unique experiment in human relations.

*

:j.

*

LIBERIA, 'AS ·MR. YOUNG REminds his readers, is a negro republic on the west coast of Africa,
established . by freed slaves from
America more than a century ago.
. Those who established the colony
1
had purchased their fre~dom, .had
their freedom purchased by others,
or had been freed by act of their
former masters, often by will. In
his will · Washington bequeathed
freedom to his slaves, and it may
be that among the original Liberia
colonists were descendants of · the
slave population of M410unt .Vernon.

*

*

AMERICAN *
PHILANTHROPY
assisted the ·colonists in establishing .themselves, and the United
States government appropriated
$100,000· for their assistance.
In
process of time the Liberian:. republic ·was formed, and because of
its origin and the sympathetic interest taken in it in this country Liberia has been recognized as in · a
pecullar se:ose a ward of the United
States. Many difficulties, political
and economic, were encountered,
but a government, republican at
'least in form, has been maintain~d,
and the territorial integrity of the,
country has been respected by other ~ations. The country · has an
area of some 43,000 square miles
and a population of a little less
that! 2,000,000, all black, of whom
only about 10,000 are of ·American
Slave origin, while others are distributed amon·g many · ii'ative tribes.
GoV'ernment is ·w holly by the 10,- .
000 or · their reptesentatives, some
of whom have attainecl a creditable
degree of cultu~e.

THE .

* * *
FIRESTON:E

RUBBER

enterprise begal! i~' 1926, resulting
from a worldwide search ·. by Harvey S. Firestone, Thomas 'A. EdiI son and others for sources of rub.
ber which could be developed under American auspices,. the United
States being by far. the . greatest
consumer . of that essential product.
Fireston~ obtained from the Liberian government a lease for ·99
years of one · miHion· acres of land
to be devoted _to the rubber ·ind ustry on terms of compensation satisfactory to both parties. Large
tracts of jungle were cleared, trees
were planted, roads built and various improvements- were made In
the meantime, the government. being in : fin~ncial d~fficulties, ap~ealed for assistance 'and when it had

!failed

to obtain funds from other
: sources, the Firestone people or·
ganized a subsidiary financial cor; poration which provided the desired funds and received Liberian
bonds in exchange.

* *CONTJ;?.ACT
*
WHILE THE
UNder which this loan had been made
called for reduction in expenditures
and the balancing of the budget, as
new money became available expenditures increased, and the balancing of the, budget seemed further off than ever. A new element
entered into the situation in the
form of · charges· that Liberia,
founded by ex-slaves, and dedicat-:
ed to the principle of human liber- ·
ty, was its elf the center of an extensive slave trade, thinly disguised, in which blacks from the interior tribes were shipped as
slaves to neighboring island plantations. An investigation was instituted by the League of Nations,
of which Liberia had become a
member, an~ an extended investigation established the facts as
charged, and also that the abused
charged had been committed with
the connivance of members of the
Liberian .government and that soldiers of the national guard has
been used in the prosecution of this
traffic and had performed as brutally as in the days of the more general and extensive slave trade.

* *

* OF THE
IN CONSEQUENCE
disclosures the president of that
d~y resigned, together with other
public officials, and since then efforts have been made to arrange
,terms under which Liberia can continue to exist as an independent
state, with safety to its primitive
inhabitants and with proper provision for education and social bet- .
terment. The government's credithave volunteered
.. large .conces.- - .

sions in the reduction or their
claims, but all the negotiations
have been blocked by the refusal ,
of the Libe.r ian government to consent to the financial supervision
from abroad which .is .c onsidered
essen,tial to the successful working
out of any plan.

Il

* * *
· IN THE CONTROVER;SY
THE
U~ited States has co-operated with
the League of Nations and has _approved the fin dings and recommen..
dations · of the joint commissions
which have reported on the. situation. Because of the sympathetic
' interest in Liberian affairs which
is felt , by many of the colored people of the United States so~e colored groups in this country have
been inclined to champion the
cause of the Liberian government. '1
It is pointed ·out . that Professor I
Johnson, an American negro, was
a· member ·of the commission that
exposed slave~ealing and misrule
in Liberia and concurred in its
findings.
* * *BOQK CONMR. YOUNG'S
tains the· text of numerous official
reports, the substance of which has
been .given from time to time in the
press. The facts by no ·means indicate that negroes are incapable
of progress and self-government.
But they do seem to establis~ qui~e
conclusively the fact · that m this 1
case power ·has been acquired by ·
men who are unfit to use it, and
that. the progress, and in fact, ·the
very existence of Liberia is dependent ori a thorough house-cleaning.

1

GRACE E. MOORE OF GRAND!in wait to take the wind out of it."
Forks received honorable mention l
* * *
,
.. IT WILL BE NOTED, PERin last years contest for the selec- haps with some surprise,, that in
tion of quotations from Mark these ten quo,tations, consid.erecl 'by-!
Twain. Each year the judges to be the best of all the
the Mark Twain lists submitted, there is almost
society, whose complete absence of the kind of
secretary is Mrs. humor which made Mark Twain
Ida B. Judd, 410 famous.. A stranger, looking over
Central P a r k the list, would sc·a rcely suppose the ~
West, New York author of those sayings to be the
City, offers prizes same person who told the story of
ranging from $5 the jumping frog of Calaveras
to $50 for the county or who wrote "Innocents
best ten quota- Abroad."
tions from the
* * *
works of the faIN THE LIST WHICH WON
mo us humorist honorable mention was .th.is quotaand philosopher. tion, which Miss Moore had includ- '.
Last year's prize ed in . her list:
was won by Mrs.
"Few things are ha;rder to put
Davies
Genevieve Rich- up with than the annoyance of a
mond of Alexandria, Virginia, who good ex~mple."
That sentence,
sent in the following ten quota- taken from Pudd'nhead Wilson,
itio~s:
more nearly represent Mark Twain
as most people thi~k of him.
"WE ALL ,DO NO END OF
* *
feeling, and we mistake it Jor
ALSO INCLUDED IN
THE
· thinking."
honorable mention list is this, quot''Praise is well, compliment is ed in Albert Bigelow Paine's biowell, but affection-that is the last graphy:
and final and most precious award
"I have no feeling of animosity ·
that any man can win, whether by toward people who do not think
character or achievement."
as I do; I merely do not respect
"A righteous war is so rare that 'em. In some serious matters (reit is almost unknown in history~''
ligious) I would have them burnt."
"A cow sees-she sees all the outIt would be hard, to pack more
sides of things, no doubt, but it is devastating satire into one short
only the trained eye that sees sentence.
deeper, sees the soul of them, the
* * *
meaning of them, the spiritual esA CLIPPING J"UST ,RECEIVED
sence. Are you sure that you see is of an article in the Bisbee Gamore th.a n the cow sees?"
zette by Dr. Thor Moeller on the 1
'.' Be careless in your dress if you Townsend plan. Dr. Moeller says:
must, ·but keep a tidy soul."
"lt ~s estimated that two million
"If any man has just merciful are over 60 years of age." Census
and kindly instincts, he would be tables list some ten million as bea gentleman, for he would need ing 60 or over, and of these Dr.
nothing else in the world."
Townsend thinks that eight mil"Honor is a harder master than lion will ask for and receive penthe law.''
-sions.
"A dollar picked up in the road
* .
is more satisfaction to you than ;HENRY M'LEAN OF HANNAH,
the ninety-and-nine which you had sends the correct form of a .c heckto work for."
.
er problem published a few days
"They live in the midst of a ago. Attention wae directed to an
country where there is -. rlo end to error in the text. The correct verthe laws and no beginning to the sion is:
execution of them."
Black, 3, 23, 1, 10.
"Human pride is not worth while;
White, 11, 31, K 9, 13.
there is always something lying Blacli to play and win.

* *

*

*

I

* *·

A GAME INVOLVING THE
names of American presidents recalled part of a sentence used to
help keep in mind
the order in
which the presidents served. The i
part of the sentence remembered is "Wisdom
and j u d g m e n t
many men acquire.'' The initials of t h O S e
words are in the
proper order the
initials of the
names of the first
s ix
presidents:
Washington,
Adams, Jefferson,
Madison, Mon oe, Adams, (John
Quincy). The co~plete sentence
brought the list down to about the
· tim of Grant or Hayes. The rest
, of t ls gone. I wonder if any
er .can supply it. ·

*

*

*

MiEMOR Y IS A CURIOUS
thlllg, and some "aids" to memory
are about as curious. . Macaulay
had such a prodigious .memory
that it was nid of him that if the
whole of the Bible and all · of
Shakespeare's plays should be blotted out he could reproduce their
entire text from memory. Several
men have been credited with the
power to . quote long poems and
whole chapters from books after
. one reading.

* * *

I HAVE NEVER SEEN MENI

tion of ·Theodore Roosevelt as beg remarkable for feats of mem' but he was remarkable for
the rapidity with which he could
absorb the meaning of what he
read. He was once visited by a
man who wished to interest him -in
a certain project, and who, ·at the
beginning of his call, handed the
president a mass of typewritten
material explaining the project in
detall. T~e subject was discussed,
and during the call Roosevelt
,thumbed over the papers and glanced at them p he talked. -The ·call
over the president tendered the
papers to his caller, promising to
give the subject attention. The caller said: . "I'd ' like to leave ·those
papers with you, Mr. President, so 1
that you may exa~ne them at
your leisure." Ro9slvelt laughed
an'd said: "I've read your papers,
and I'm ready to stand an' examination in them." Glancing through
thct papers in apparent idleness he
h"d absorbed their entire content.

* * *

COMMENTING ON ,THIS REmarkable quality one writer illustrated it. about,. this way: "The child
reads ·first by identtfyi~g letters.
(That . was when they started out
1
with the A, B, C's.) -Then he recognized words, without consciously
. paying attention ito leff.ers. Later
he may read by phrases, perhaps
by ·sentences. Roosevelt ·r eads by
pages. He glances
a page and
it
his, instantly.''

make any system of real service.
Mpreover, whether by inheritance,
early training or both, that
man had unusual capacity for re-membering things. The feats of
memory which he perform~ would
be practically itnpossible to most
other persons.

*

* DISCRIMMEMORY*WITHOUT
ination ls a possession of , doubtful
value. There are memories which
may be called photographs, upon
which every · minute detail of every
MEMORY WORK HAS BEEN event seems to be indelibly impraised and decried, as it has been printed. If ·with 'that ,quality there
used and abused. I know a boy is lack of discrimination in values
who memorized his geometry de- - the results are disastrous. We
monstrations until he aroused the h~ve ~hen boresome insistenc, on
suspicion of the teacher. Sending
detail which does not matter in
the lad from the room on an in- the least and abou.t,..--which nobody
vented errand the teacher switchcares. And there .are some things
ed around the letters on the diawhich most of us would like to
gram which the boy had just drawn /fo~et.
on the blackboard. George · re- --..
turned
d started in on his demonstrat on, quoting literally from
the book and pointing to the letters
as he named them. But the lines
and angles were all in the wrong
place, and poor George was hopelessly lost.

at

is

,tc

* *

MEMORY MUSTN'T BE PERmitted to take the place of reason,
but it has its place. Perhaps one
should be able to fix the order of
presidential terms by what he
knows about the presidents. But
few persons. carry such intimate
knowledge around with them and
have it on tap all the time. Some~imes ~ sentence, a slogan or a
Jingle · serves a useful purpose.

* *

MEMORY *IS AIDED BY ASSOciation, and on that fact elaborate
memory systems have been built.
Some of them are good-in moderation. Some are so complicated
that it becomes more difficult to
remember the system than the
thing sought to be remembered.
A few years .ago a man with a
memory system gave demonstrations in Grand Forks. If at the
beginning of a meeting, fifty men
seated at the table were named ·
to him and the business of each
described, at the close of the meeting he could call. each man by
n1:tme and give his business. It was
quite remarkable. He had a system
of association which he .said would
improve greatly the memory of any
person. He · gave lessons for a compensation and several local business
houses had their . employes · take his
course.

* *

*
I THINK THAT SYSTEM
HAS
been pretty well forgotten. Probably it didn't do much .good. ~or
one thing, only the few have patience and persistence enough to

I

THERE WAS TRAGEDY TO
And fetched into church.
~any a pious soul in the install~-. They' bound the critter shall be
bon of the . first church orga~ m
seen,
the old-fashioned church, and .., to A d
. many the intron on the preacher's right
duction of choir. They've hoisted up their new masinging was only
chine
a little less tragic. In everybody's sight.
The old congrega- They've got a chorister and choir,
tion was accus- Agin my voice and vote,
tomed to make For it was never my desire
a more or less To praise the Lord by note.
joyful noise unto
the Lord under I've bin a sister good and true
the leadership of For five and thirty year;
t h e
precentor, I've done what seemed my part to
who took the key
do,
from his tuning An' prayed my duty clear.
fork, gave it to I've sung the hymns both slow an'
congregation, and
quick,
perhaps Un ed out Just as the preacher read,
Davies
t h e psalm f o r And twice, when Deacon Tubbs was
them, leading in the singing, line
sick,
by line. . In many congregations I took the fork an' led!
. even the singing of hymns was not And now, t~eir bold, newfangled
permitted, but instead there was
ways
used the metrical version of the Is comin' all about;
psalms which is still published in IAnd I, right in my later days,
the back pages of some editions
Am fairly crowded out!
of the Bible. There is, of. course,
a history of that metrical version Today the preacher, good old dear,
of the psalms, but I do not know
With tears all in his eyes,
what it is. Whoever the compiler Read "I can read my title clear
was, he took some awful liberties
"To mansions in the skies."
with the English language. He was I always liked that blessed hymnbound to make things rhyme, reI spose I always will;
l gardless of what might ' happen to It somehow ·gratified my whim,
sense and sentiment, but the me- In good old "Ortonville";
trlcal version acquired the odor of But when that choir got up to sing·
sanctity from being bound within I couldn't catch a word;
· the same covers . that enclosed the They sung the most dogondest
authorized text.
thing
*
A body ever heard! ·
IT MAY REQUIRE SOME EXercise of the imagination for this Some worldly chaps was standin'
generation to appreciate the tenear,
nacity with which those of another
An' when I see ·them grin,
time clung to the old forms, and I bid fare well to every fear
the shock with which they saw the
An' boldly waded in.
sacred precincts of the place of
worship invaded first by a choir I thought I'd chase their tune
and then by the organ to which
along,
some devout Scots gave the con- An' tried with all by might,
temptuous title of "kist o' whistles." But, though my voice is good an'
But if the imagination · is lively
strong,
enough it may help to an unde.r- I couldn't steer it right;
standing of the feeling of the old When they sung high, then I was
lady who is supposed to be the
low
speaker in the verses entitled "The
An' I too fast, or they too slow
New Church Organ.'' The copy of
To "mansions in the skies.''
this poem, author unknown, was
sent by Mrs. L. L. Jackson, of EgeAn'. after every verse, you know,
land. The lines appear carefully
They play a little tune;
written in the penmanship of many I didn't understand, an' so
years ago, and the paper is I started in too soon.
browned and faded with age.
I pitched it pretty middlin' high,
* * *
I fetched a lusty tone,
THE NEW .CHURCH ORGAN.
But oh, alas! I found that I
They've got a brand-new organ,
Was singin' there alone!
, Sue,
They laughed a little, I am told,
1
For all their fuss and search;
But I had done my best;
'rhey've done just as they said An' not a wave of trouble rolled
they'd do,
Across ·m y peaceful breast.

* *

IN RESPONSE TO MY · RE- good salaries and soft jobs, for there
quest for the sentence used to as- are some on such soft jobs that it
sist in placing the names of "'the looks to me like · being on a pension
presidents in proper order Mrs. L. already. The articles by D. F.
A. Evanson, 513 Douglas of Gilby also appealed to
F o u r th avenue me, as we have often noticed and
South, sends one l said some of the same things.
I
which she com- won't need to say anything about
mitted to mem- article that failed to interest me,
· ory at a teachers' but thought I would like to give a
institute at New little credit where credjt is due."
Hampton, Iowa,
nearly forty years
A RADIO ENTERTAINER THE
ago.
The · sen- other night gave an imitation of a
tence is complete man who stammered baclly trying
except for the to sing "Auld Lang Syne," and he
omission of the made awful hash of it. He seemed
word whose in- not to be a ware that stammer es
itial corresponds seldom, if ever, stammer when
to that of Polk's singing. I have known many pername. Mrs. Ev- sons who stammered badly, but
W. P . Davies.
a:r;ison
suggests who could sing without any hesithat I supply a word in the proper tation, and I have never known
place, but I shall leave that for the anyone to stammer while singing.
reader. The sentence is:
I have in mind especially one boy
*
back east whose stammering was,
"WISDOM
AND
JUSTICE I think, the worst I ever knew, but
many men admire. Jarring vice he had a wonderful voice and sang
harms truth's (Polk) trembling like a young · angel.
fire. Pray be loyal; highest good '
acquire.''
IN MOST CASES, IF NOT IN
The initials of the words in the all, bad cases of stammering can
sentence, or sentences are the in- be cured by proper training. One
itials in their proper order of method employed by specialists is
Washington, Adams <John), Jeffer- to associate speech with the same
son, Madison, Monroe, Adams kind of rhythm that is used in
(John Quincy), Jackson, Van Bu- singing. I don't know just how it
ren, Harrison (William Henry), Ty- is done, but the results in many
ler, Polk, Taylor, Filmore, Pierce, cases are excellent. One man who
Buchanan, Lincoln, Johnson, Grant, has delivered many public addressHayes, Garfield, Arthur. Presum- es in the northwest stammered
ably this aid to memory was de- badly in his youth. I do not know
vised some fifty years ago.
To whether he was assisted by a spebring ·it up to date words should cialist or overcame the habit enbe provided with initials cor,r e- tirely by self-training, but today.
ponding to those of Cleveland, there is not a trace of stammering
Harrison (Benjamin), Cleveland, in his speech except that, perhaps
McKinley, Roosevelt (Theodore), due to persistent effort, he speaks
Taft, Wilson, Harding, Coolidge, rather slowly and articulates perHoover and Roosevelt (Franklin fectly. That word "perfectly" is
D.)
used advisedly. Most of us slur
* *
our speech and run our words toGEORGE WRIGHT, OF ANT- gether. He does not. Every vowel
ler, who was a neighbor of mine and every,· consonant is given its
in Ontario, although somewhat re- full value, and the perfection of his
moved, as he came from Welling- utterance makes it noticeable.
ton co'unty and I ' from Brant, has
* * *
'. heen following the letters in the
IT ISN'T PARTICULARLY IM1Mail Bag on pension
and other portant, but it is a fact that Marmatters. He expr~.ssed satisfaction tha ·Washington did not see her
especially with the letter from J'. husband inaugurated president of
G. Kane, of Russell.
the United States. She would have
"Although I am not an advocate done so, but the long journey from
· of a two hundred dollar pension," Mount Vernon to Philadelphia, over
taken two
1 he writes, "yet I was pleased to see bad roads, would have
. someone not afraid to claim that full days, and Mrs. Washington did
· the farmers are just as deserving not feel equal to the tiresome trip. ·
of a good pension or some kind of Nowadays that little jaunt takes a
provision for old age as those on couple of hours.

*

*

*

*

*

*

* *
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IN AN INTERVIEW THE OTH~j which they prepare for the stage
er day Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt or screen. While it is true that if
declared herself "perturbed" by the a book is. to be dramatized at all
verdict in the Hauptmann case be- cpndensat~on is ~ece~sary, and the
cause it was ren- Iconde~satlon which is to preserve
· dered on circum- · the spirit 0 f th e origina
· · 1 mus t in·
• •••..::==~=··
.: •••:::,:-:::::::}=:=:·.~=:·:·:···t:1
t
t·
·d
volve
changes
as
well
as
omissions.
··=:::::=:=:=:::::::::::=:=:=:· ::
s an 1a1 evi ence. All th
. .
···=f\:(:W\:]:/:l Being · interviewat 1s taken for granted. But
. . ../ntttifi ed in turn on the quite often change is made appar···•••,:,:;::::\:}/f
:-:........ \ su b.Jee t o f M rs. en tly for the , mere sake of change
. ,
\\::::. ./! Roosevelt's state- and even t~ough the new version
:\ff[ men t Egbert may be qmte as_ ?~od 8:s the old,
:i Rosecrans, one of those who are fa1~11bar with the, old
12
H aup t mann , s resent
h. h as desecrations changes
counsel, said: "I wthic tahre mt adbe fo_r no purpose
think the opin- 0 er · an
e different. There
ions of the First seems to be basis for the suspicion
Lady of the land that some playwrights have never
are important and read the books which they undertake to dramatize
s h ou Id b e d ef er·
red to."
Mebbe
* * *
Davies
so but why?
"DAVID COPPERFIELD'' IS
* ' *
in refreshing contrast to much of
'ONE OF THE GOOD STORIES the dramatization which is done.
about President Coolidge in a se- We. have been told of the months
ries of reminiscences prepared by which .were
devoted
to
the
Mrs. Coolidge has it that after a prepar~!ton of the play, months
football game Major Coupal per- spent . In . photographing scenes,
suaded the president to partake of ~earchmg through libraries, studya "pneumonia an ti toxin'' which he mg costumes and . in . kindred
had compounded, and which con- wor~ to insu:e accuracy in all
sisted chiefly of alcohol flavored physical details. The. result is a
with pepsin. Coolidge swallowed production which carries throughthe dose, about two ounces, · with- out the stamp of faithfulness.
out any change of expression, and,
* * *
handing the glass back to the maALL THIS WOULD HAVE
jor, remarked:
"You're
smart, been wasted if the book itself had
ain'tcha."
been carelessly read, if its story
* * *
had been distorted, its spirit falseBECA USE OF THE INTEREST ly conceived or the parts inadewhich has been aroused in the case quately cast. Nothing of this sort
in which a child's stomach was happened. Those· who have read
found to be up&ide down, and sur- , and reread this best of all Dickens'
gery was used to correct this con- books saw on the screen the real
dition, a :medical society has issued chara~ters created by the author,
a ,statement explainnig that cases each in appropriate setting, and
of inverted stomach are by no were able to follow the story, in its
means rare. The society does not heart-rending pathos, its high comcite such cases, but many persons edy, its tragedy, its intense humanwho have been at sea in . rough ness, without the irritation of a
weather have experienced this phe- discordant note.
nomenon, which is also induced by
* * *
certain sounds which come over IN AN INTRODUCTION TO
the radio. .I n cases of the ,latter "David Copperfield" Gilbert K.
~ort of ,surgery applied at the Chesterton, who thinks the book r
source is clearly indicated, al- one of the greatest ever written
though it has not yet been applied criticizes severely its ending, i~
in that way.
. which . Dickens rounds up all ,the
* * *
characters whose continued presSELDOM HAS A BOOK BEEN ence might be inconveninet and
dramatized with anything ap- packs them off to Australia. 'That .
proaching the success achieved in is a serious defect, which has givthe screen production of "David en pain to many lovers. of Dickens.
Copperfield," which has delighted Wisely the. authors of the screen
Grand Forks audiences. For some version have avoided this inconreason' impossible to fathom many sistent .and prosaic . ending, and in
playwrights seem· to }?.ave a ·P.as- so ·doing have paid tribute to the
sion for "improving" the ·books real genius of Dickens.
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